
6-week Wellbeing 
Foundation

Place safety and wellbeing at the heart of your 
team’s performance and resilience

Simple – Impactful - Measurable
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6-week Wellbeing Foundation for Business

It is a natural human behaviour to seek safety in any environment.
Until we feel safe, we do not venture beyond the boundary of what we know and can control.

Progress and Ultimate Performance only happen when we push past our known boundaries, thinking and acting at our best from a place of safety 
and wellbeing.

Awareness - Connection – Confidence - Mindset – Movement – Breathwork

These examples and more beg the question… “Are your people ready?” 

As Business Leaders it is your responsibility to support your teams as they grapple with the Wellbeing 
challenges They may face.

Leaders spending too 
much time managing 

detail and people 
matters?

Teams not connecting? 

Increased isolation, 
defensiveness, conflict?

Remote / Office / Hybrid 
work pattern “What is 

right for us?”

People coming to you 
with mood or stress 

challenges?

"Don’t change my job..." 

Can your team 
accommodate your 

change agenda?

The Great Resignation...

Are you losing incredible 
people?

"I care for my team. I 
know they will need help 
as we settle in to push 

forward again..."

"We have a big 
transformation on the 

horizon...I need to 
support my team as 

best I can.”

As teams return to work after a distinctly disruptive period in our history, the wellbeing of the 
people will determine how successful the business is. 
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Mindset and perspective
Importance of acceptance, surrender, inevitability and intention - what it means to take responsibility for one's life and actions

Movement to regulate stress, energy and confidence 
Yoga and postural work for confidence, ease,  connection and resilience 

Breathwork for mindset, calm focus and balance
In immune and autonomic nervous systems

Awareness building and mindful communication 
Techniques to enable effective, constructive interaction

Structured, reflective journaling 
To build awareness and ‘checking-in’; processing learnings and challenges

6-week Wellbeing Foundation for Business

Lay the Foundation for sustained Performance and Resilience by investing in your team’s Wellbeing
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If you don’t measure it, you cannot manage it.

AXIOM Impact Score
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Contact Will van Zyl

Will is a trauma-informed Leadership and Executive 
Coach with a Masters level certification from Bristol 
Business School (UWE).

After a career as a transformation leader, consultant 
and coach spanning almost 25 years, 3 continents 
and multiple sectors, Will has created the Ultimate 
Wellbeing and Ultimate Performance and Resilience 
frameworks to redefine wellbeing; placing it at the 
heart of a fulfilled life…life in all its dimensions.

Having trained with Wim Hof, Will is one of the highest 
rated and most sought-after Wim Hof Method 
Instructors (level 2) in the UK. 

He offers Ultimate Wellbeing events and retreats, the 
Wim Hof Method, breathwork, yoga and performance 
and resilience coaching to the public and to 
businesses.

Read more about Will here:

www.willvanzyl.life

https://www.linkedin.com/in/will-van-zyl/

+44 (0) 7884371361

will@willvanzyl.life
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